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ABSTRACT
Impacts are compared for a spectrum of home consumption options , such
as home vs. laundromat washing, hand vs. machine dishwashing, fresh vs.
frozen vs. canned food, returnable vs. throvaway beverage containers, and
various sets of kitchen appliances.

STJMMARY
We have compared different consumer activities or products which provide
comparable services with respect to their dollar, energy and labor (DEL) cost.
Dollar cost is measured in consumer prices and includes all purchases which
support the service under consideration (see Table 1.]). Energy cost is the
total primary energy required by the U. S. economy to provide the service
to the consumer, and includes contributions from all aspects of mining -
manufacturing - processing - sales. Labor cost is the total man years of
labor required, and likewise includes all steps. (However, home labor, such
as for washing dishes, is not included.)
This is done for nine product groups. The methodology uses energy and
labor input-output techniques and additional analysis. DEL costs are given
in annualized form; the service lifetime of devices have been accounted for
(unless otherwise stated). Results apply to the year 1971 unless otherwise
stated.
In comparing options, we should also consider the effects of alternative
spending of the money saved if the consumer chooses the less expensive option.
We have provided a method by which the energy and labor cost of this spending
may be obtained for comparison.
In general, we found that the multiplicity of mini-options (for example,
is the water heater electric or gas?) greatly complicated results. We can,
however, summarize as follows:
1. The DEL costs of 25 kitchen appliances are obtained, and the costs
of three sample kitchens - Spartan, moderate, and fully appointed -
are compared.
2. Gas or electric clothes dryers are at least 8 times as expensive,
3^ times as energy intensive, and 8 times as labor intensive as
outdoor drying.
3. Washing and drying clothes at a laundromat rather than at home is
more expensive and energy intensive except for the m.ost costly home
option (such as electric water heat and electric dryer). The laun-
dromat is also less labor intensive per load than all except the
most spartan home option (gas water heater, cool rinse, no dryer),
which is approximately its equal. This does not include transpor-
tation to the laundromat; when this is included, laundromats increase
rapidly in dollar and energy cost.
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h. Paper towels are more expensive, less energy intensive, and less
labor intensive than cloth. The energy result is highly dependent
on the hot water to wash the cloth towels, and can be reversed by
schemes to conserve hot water.
5. Disposable diapers are more expensive than cloth. Whether they are
more energy intensive depends on the home laundry options used.
Disposables are more labor intensive than cloth.
6. Disposable paper plates and cups are at least 6 times as expensive,
1.7 times as energy intensive, and 7 times as labor intensive as
earthenware dishes (i.e., "inexpensive china").
7. Dishwashers are rather efficient in their use of hot water. Since
hand dishwashing habits vary so much, we cannot draw a definite con-
clusion on relative DEL costs. (Results are presented so that the
reader can compute his own DEL costs.)
8. Fresh, frozen, and canned fruits and vegetables are compared. In
increasing order, the costs (for I963) are:
Dollars: Canned and frozen (equal), fresh
Energy: Canned, frozen and fresh (equal)
Labor: Canned and frozen (equal), fresh
9. Metal household furniture is less expensive, more energy intensive,
and less labor intensive than wood household furniture. (This re-
fers to manufacturing and purchase only, and includes no considera-
tion of relative durability.)
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I
. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The basic question
When providing a particular service or product to consumers, are there
tvo (or more) ways to do so which differ significantly in their total energy
impact? In other words, are there less energy intensive product choices which
provide equivalent levels of comfort and convenience? If so, what would be
the costs—first, in dollars to the consumer, and second, in employment—of
moving toward the less-energy intensive alternatives? These are the ques-
tions addressed by our research on product groups.
We have analyzed nine groups, sometimes pairs, of consiomer products for
their dollar, energy, and labor (DEL) costs. (They are listed in Section II
of the table of contents.) The dollar cost is that paid by the consumer for
all activities supporting ownership and use of the product. Energy cost is
the total primary energy required, labor cost is the total man years of em-
ployment. To obtain total energy (or dollars or labor), one must be atten-
tive to indirect aspects as well as direct. When you consume anything, you
are consT;iming energy. For example, the manufacture of an automobile, inclu-
ding the mining and processing of ores, transportation of materials, fabri-
cation of parts, assembly, etc., requires as much energy as the car burns
in one year's driving. And, of this energy, only about 6 percent is used
directly by the automobile industry.
We have dealt with indirect costs, but this causes problems of its own.
For example, does the energy to manufacture home water pipes contribute to
the energy impact of the dishwasher? We would say yes, except that they would
probably be there anyway— so that the incremental energy impact of the dish-
washer would not include the pipes. On questions like this, we have had to
make several arbitrary decisions on where to truncate the search for indirect
contributions. Such decisions are noted when made.
Throughout this report labor cost does not include home labor.
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1.2 Methodology
Almost all indirect energy and lator impact has been evaluated through
use of input-output (l/O) coefficients developed for I963. This is discussed
in Appendix B. We have converted this to 1971 using approximations (Appendix
a). The development, applications, and limitations of the coefficients is
described in reference 1 (energy) and reference 2 (labor).
The general model for DEL cost adds the impacts of all contributing
factors on an annual basis. The total cost is given by:
Capital cost + maintenance cost + disposal cost + operating cost
where each is expressed on a per-year basis. (To annualize we have had to
obtain lifetimes of devices, or number of uses during the lifetime.) Energy
is expressed in British thermal units (Btu) and labor in man-years.
Dollar cost is computed similarly; this m.eans the assumed interest rate
is zero. In Appendix V we discuss the reason for this choice, and the poten-
tial errors resulting.
1.2.1 The savings reinvestment question
In comparing any pair of alternatives for their energy and labor cost,
we must also ask how the money saved would be spent instead. (if it's spent
on gasoline, the energy savings probably are negated.) After much discussion,
we conclude that it would be incorrect to assijime that the consumer will spend
the savings in a predictable manner (based on our (i.e., the author's) meager
knowledge of human behavior) [3]. Hence we have provided, in Appendix W,
a list of consumer activities with their energy and labor intensity (Btu and
man years per dollar expended). This appendix is included in both volumes of
this report.
The interested reader can determine the energy impact of his own alter-
native spending of money saved. If he wants to save energy, then he would
choose an activity lower in energy intensity than the one he has given up.
1.2.2 Wood energy cost
Wood, if not committed to make things, could conceivably be burned pro-
ductively. We have decided to include this energy as a part of the total
energy cost of the appropriate items. (We have done this for oil or natural
gas based products, such as plastics, as a matter of course.) On the other
hand, we have not accounted for potential recovery of energy from productive
burning of the final product. This results from the practical observation
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that today, little garbage is burned productively (see Appendix F).
1.2.3 What kinds of answers are provided
First, ve provide the DEL cost of the consumer products and services,
measured in 1971. Second, with adequate qualifications we can predict the
DEL consequences of changes in consumption. Qualifiers include l) basic
limitations of I/O analysis; see ref. 1; 2) a need for a long adjustment
period. For example, we have annualized the cost of many large appliances
over lU years . Hence the statement that "X amount of energy will be saved
by a shift from frost-free to conventional refrigerators by Y people or Z
number of jobs will be produced " would be true only after something like
lU years, if technology stayed constant.
Most of the choices within a product group are not completely substi-
tutable; often one is less convenient or more time consuming, and some dif-
ference in lifestyle is_ implied. This difference may be weighed by the con-
sumer against the dollar, energy, and labor costs which we have obtained.
1 . 2 . U Format
The report is divided into a relatively short descriptive section, and
a lengthy set of computational appendices. The appendices are bound separ-
ately.
2. Results
Before discussing each product group, let us state four general points.
First, we conclude that if there is one general rule for energy conser-
vation in the home ( after dealing with space heating and cooling), it is:
conserve hot water. We found that water heating energy was by far the domi-
nant factor in several of our product groups.
Second, there is a great spectrum of options even within a product group.
We have tried to simplify, but often could not because we would have glossed
over what seem to be worthwhile options. For example, for washing, even if
we assume an automatic washer, we still have these questions: l) electric
or gas water heat, 2) warm or cool rinse, 3) electric, gas or no dryer, which
already yields 12 different possibilities. This complicates our presentation,
but it seems unavoidable.
Third, we have had to make arbitrary, but hopefully reasonable, assump-
tions on "equivalence" of products. For example, what's the cloth equivalent
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of one 170 sheet roll of paper towel? (We concluded it is lU hand-sized
towels and two "rags.") In some cases we felt so unsure that we provide
enough information for the reader to use his own equivalence. This re-
quires considerable effort on the reader's part, however.
Fourth, we have obtained some results which indicate that the minimum
energy does not always imply minimmn environmental impact . For some home
washing options, we find that paper towels are less energy intensive than
cloth. One must, therefore, weigh the question of forest use against energy
reserves depletion to resolve the question of total environmental impact.
2.1 DEL costs of kitchen appliances
We have obtained the DEL costs of 25 kitchen appliances. From these
results one can build up the energy and labor impact of his own set of
appliances. To illustrate we have compared three sample kitchens.
We have accounted for the energy and labor to make and maintain appli-
ances as well as to operate them. We found it useful to define a ratio,
"Q."
n _
capital energy + maintenance energy + disposal energy
,
v
annual operation energy
All energies are in primary terms. From reference 1, operation energies
used in the home are delivered with these efficiencies:
electricity - 25.8^
gas - 85.5^
Data on operational energies and purchase prices come from industry asso-
ciations [^,5>6] and represent averages for typical use. Here we are not
investigating the effect of reducing use of a given appliance; we take an
"all or nothing" approach. Manufacturing, sales, and maintenance energy were
evaluated using I/O coefficients; see Appendix A. Maintenance costs were
difficult to obtain and were estimated according to the following scheme:
if the appliance cost less than $20, it was assumed to last 8 years and be
retired without maintenance. If it cost more than $20, it was assumed to
last lU years and receive a total lifetime maintenance bill equaling one
Disposal energy is negligible for appliances. We did not place maintenance
energy in the denominator since maintenance is often sporadic; hence often
"e " is the only perceived yearly cost.
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half the purchase price. Exception: (vater heaters were assumed to fall
in the first category). (See Appendix B.)
The annualized total energy cost, e^
,
, is then
tot
e+^+ = (1 + Q/T)e
^
(2)tot op
where x is the lifetime in years.
The ratio Q/t expresses the importance of the indirect energy require-
ments. Appliances which provide heating or cooling tend to have low Q's
(e.g., a clothes dryer; Q = 2), while those which produce only mechanical
motion have higher Q's (e.g., an electric mixer; Q = 7). For high Q appli-
ances, e is quite sensitive to changes in lifetime; for low Q, it is not.
This leads to the observation that prolonging the lifetime of low Q appliances
through increased durability will effect relatively little energy savings.
In Table 2.1.1 are listed the DEL costs for 25 appliances. An arbitrary
kitchen may be constructed from these. As an example, we have looked at three
kitchens, from rather Spartan to full. The results are presented in Table
2.1.2 and Figure 2.1.1.
From Table 2.1.1, we see that the full set (including frostless refrig-
erator and freezer, washer and dryer, and dishwasher) has a yearly energy
impact of about 120 x 10 Btu (gas) and 150 x 10 Btu (electric). This is
the equivalent of five or six tons of coal.
The "moderate" kitchen differs from the full in its substitution of
conventional freezer and refrigerator for frostless models where possible,
its absence of a dishwasher and many smaller appliances (blender, can opener,
disposal, exhaust fan, electric frying pan, hot plate, electric knife, and
waffle iron). Its energy impact is about h/3 that of the full kitchen. Many
of the rejected appliances are small energy users.
The Spartan kitchen retains only four basic appliances: range, clothes-
washer, water heater , and refrigerator (not frostless). Here, the energy
cost is about 55 percent of the full kitchen. Thus, these four appliances
We have not computed the reduced use of the water heater due to a lack of
a dishwasher. Roughly speaking, hand and m.achine dishwashing require the
same amount of hot water.
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are responsible for over half of the energy required by the full kitchen set
of about 20.
As expected, electric options increase energy use and expense. The
additional annual energy cost of an all-electric full kitchen is about 28
X 10 Btu, or one ton of coal equivalent, an increase of 23 percent over
the all-gas option. The additional cost is $86, an increase of 26 percent
over the all-gas option.
In spite of all the attention we have paid to manufacturing—maintenance
energy cost, operational energy (in primary terms) accounts for over 90 per-
cent of the total energy impact. Those appliances which have a high Q con-
sume little energy, and hence contribute little to the total.
Additional information is foirnd in Appendix C.
2.2 DEL costs of mechanical and outdoor clothes drying
We compare an electric-pilot gas dryer, or an all electric, with a
clothesline-pole combination. The dryers are assumed to have a lifetime of
i+000-39 minute cycles, and the outdoor equipment to last for UOOO hangings
of a similar load. (See Appendix J.)
Table 2.2.1 breaks down the total energy and labor impact of the dryer.
This is compared with the outdoor drying option in Table 2.2.2, and shown
graphically in Figure 2.2.1.
Conclusions
:
The gas dryer is 8 times as expensive as outdoor drying (12 times for
an electric dryer).
The gas dryer is 3^ times as energy intensive as outdoor drying (70 times
for an electric dryer).
The gas and electric dryers are 8 and 9 times as labor intensive respec-
tively, as outdoor drying.
2.3 DEL cost of home laundry vs. laundromat
Two questions arise in this product group. First, are there DEL econ-
omies of scale in laundromat operation which overbalance the added DEL costs
*
We note again:
1. Home labor is not included.
2. We have not accounted for possible spending of money saved.
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of constructing, lighting, and space conditioning a building built expressly
as a laundromat? Second, how significant is transportation to the laundro-
mat?
To obtain the DEL costs of home laundry operation, we had to consider
several sub-problems, such as the DEL costs of hot water. We found it neces-
sary to keep distinct a large number of home laundry options, depending on
presence or absence of a dryer, type (electric or gas) of water heater, etc.
(See Appendix D.)
For the laundromat data, on the other hand, we used an actual case study
of three local laundromats in which actual energy bills were obtained. We
assumed that the space conditioning and lighting energy of the building was
a part of the energy cost of laundromat laundering, whereas at home no cor-
rection was needed. (See Appendix U.)
It was necessary to obtain a definition of a "load." This is not uni-
versally accepted, but depends on standards of cleanliness, type of fabric,
etc. We did find, however, that for washing, commercial and home machines
do handle equivalent loads [7»8].
A few additional aspects of laundromat laundering should be mentioned.
First, laundromats almost always use gas for all their heating needs. Second,
a laundromat user often "must" use the dryer, as he has no place to hang the
wash. (For our laundromat case studies we could not separate energy used
for washing from that used for drying; our laundromat energies represent an
empirical average of customer behavior.) Third, while the laundromat machines
may be more durable (they have a heavier drive mechanism), they are subjec-
ted to harder use. Also, since (Appendix D) capital and maintenance energies
total only about 10^ of the total energy cost of home laundering, differences
in machine durability would have a very small effect on total energy cost.
Results are given in Table 2.3.1 and Figiires 2.3.1, 2 and 3.
The additional DEL costs of automobile transportation are based on an
average American automobile and include all automobile associated costs (see
Appendix J)
.
Conclusions:
For all but the most expensive home options (such as electric water heater
and dryer), the laundromat is a more expensive way to wash clothes, ass\;iming
no driving. If automobile transportation is included, thie laundromat is al-
most surely more expensive.
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For most of the home laundry options, the laundromat uses more energy.
Adding auto transportation makes it almost surely so.
The laundromat option uses less labor than all but the most spartan
home option, but a few miles of driving increases the labor impact to equality.
Let us compare DEL costs for a specific home option - gas vater heater,
warm rinse, electric dryer. (This is the most common arrangement for house-
holds who have dryers - even though today only 30^ of households do [6]).
For this case, the laundromat is about 20^ more expensive, 13% more energy
intensive, and 30% less labor intensive than home laundering. The use of
auto transportation will increase the energy difference, and decrease the
labor difference.
2.k DEL costs of paper and cloth towels
We found a wide range of opinions on the substitutability of paper and
cloth towels [9]. To allow the reader to make his own choice, we compute
the DEL costs for a roll of paper towels (ITO sheets) and one clean 15" x
27" towel. We also make a comparison for a reasonable substitution.
The dominant factor in the energy cost of a cloth towel is the washing
and drying. The towels are assumed to last 300 washings; (the full computa-
tion is in Appendix E) . In all cases an automatic washer is assiomed. As
discussed in Appendices F and G, the energy content of the paper is included.
Table 2.i+.l lists the DEL costs for a single towel; for comparison the
reader should multiply the entry times the number of towels (letting a "rag"
for cleaning spills equal one towel) he feels would substitute for a roll
of paper towels.
We felt that a reasonable equivalent of a roll of paper towels is lU
towels and 2 rags. In Table 2.U.2 and Figures 2.U.1, 2, 3 we compare DEL
costs.
Conclusions: (These apply to our choice of cloth-paper equivalence only )
Cloth towels are less expensive than paper towels. Even if the energy
content of the paper is included, the cloth towel option is more energy in-
tensive, by up to a factor of 2.3. Cloth towels are less labor intensive
than paper
.
2»5 DEL costs of disposable vs. cloth diapers
We compare a gauze prefolded (cloth) diaper with associated waterproof
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pants and a disposable diaper. Both were selected from the 1963 Sears
Roebuck and Company catalog. We have assumed that cloth diapers are home
washed in an automatic washer, but that plastic pants (one change of pants
to every two cloth diaper changes) are washed by hand. Details are in
Appendix R.
Table 2.5.1, and Figures 2.5.1, 2, 3 list the DEL costs.
Conclusions:
Disposables are more expensive, by at least a factor of 2.5.
Disposables (including the paper energy content) are more energy in-
tensive than half of the cloth diaper options, and less energy intensive
for the remainder.
Disposables are more energy intensive than any cloth option. (Note
again that this does not include home labor.)
2.6 DEL costs of disposable paper and earthenware dishes
We compare the DEL costs of an earthenware cup and plate vs. a paper
cup and plate. "Earthenware" is "inexpensive china"; it is strictly defined
as "low-fired clay, which is slightly porous and opaque and covered with a
non-porous glaze." We chose a "nicer" paper plate and cup: a 9 inch plas-
tic coated plate and a 7 ounce plastic coated hot cup.
We assumed the china dishes to last two years at two uses per day
(Appendix Q) and that a plate and cup constituted 2/50 of a dishwasher load.
Due to difficulty in determining good average figures for hand dishwashing
DEL costs (see Section 2.7)) "we assumed a mechanical dishwasher. As is ty-
pical with items that are washed often in their lifetimes, the capital energy
contribution was relatively small, so that the actual choice of lifetime is
quite unimportant to the energy conclusions we obtain.
Results are in Table 2.6.1.
Conclusions
:
Disposable paper dishes are at least 6 times as expensive as earthenware.
Cloth: Prefolded, 8 larger center, h larger edge, lU"x2l". Disposables:
li+"xl9", flat.
**
Compare "china": "a hand-fired ceramic ware with a dense, vitrified, but
opaque, body."
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Disposable paper dishes are 3 times as energy intensive (gas vater heater)
or 1.7 times (electric vater heater) as earthenware. Disposable paper dishes
are at least 7 times as labor intensive as earthenware.
2.7 DEL costs of washing dishes by hand and in a dishwasher
For this comparison we have encountered such a wide spread of hand dish-
washing techniques that we can give no definite answer as to relative DEL
costs. The reader will have to determine his own habits and compute the
energy and labor impact from the information we provide.
A typical automatic dishwasher can handle 10 place settings - the dishes
used by a family of four in one day. The largest contributor to the energy
cost is the hot water used (see Table 2.7.1). The next largest factor is
the operational energy; this is relatively large because a dishwasher often
contains a heater to heat the input water, and, sometimes, another to dry the
dishes after washing.
We assumed that hand washing has a modest requirement for capital goods
(dishpan, rack, brush, clean dish towel, etc.) and that hand and machine
washing use the same amount of detergent per article washed. (See Appendix
P.) Hot water's energy contribution again dominated. We have therefore ex-
pressed hand dishwashing results as a function of hot water used in Figures
2.7.1, 2, 3. We list volume of hot water in gallons, or "sinkfulls." A 15"
X lU" x 8" sink filled to a depth of 6" requires 3 .k gallons. Thus a sinkfull
of "hot" requires 5.^ gallons of hot (lUO degree) water; a sinkfull of warm
(115 degree) requires 3.9 gallons of hot (lUo degree) water. (Cold water
has essentially zero DEL cost compared with hot.)
Conclusions
:
The dishwasher uses lU gallons of hot water to do a family's dirty dishes,
or 2.6 sinkfulls of hot water. It appears that dishwashers are quite efficient
in their use of water, and that it would take some effort to hand wash these
dishes with that little hot water.
If hand washing did use lU gallons of hot water, we could conclude:
Hand washing is 20 to 30 percent less expensive.
Hand washing is 20 to 25 percent less energy intensive.
Hand washing is 30 to kO percent less labor intensive.
(Again: Home labor is not included.)
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2.8 DEL costs of fresh) frozen, and canned fruits and vegetables, I963
We compare the DEL costs of equal servings of a selection of fresh,
frozen, and canned fruits and vegetables. Home refrigeration is a signi-
ficant contributor to the energy cost and is included. We have studied
those fruits and vegetables which are available in all three forms; we
have not considered the full spectrum of perishables.
Table 2.8.1 shows that on a per-dollar basis, in producer's prices,
canned and frozen fruits and vegetables are about 75^ more energy intensive
than fresh. When converted to purchaser's prices (see Appendix T), the
difference drops to about 20^, which is still significant. The question
then becomes: how do they differ in price? Two problems complicate the
answer: first, the difficulty of normalizing to an equivalent serving [10];
second, the difficulty of obtaining representative price data (fresh food
prices fluctuate seasonally, locally, etc.).
We found only one price soiorce which offered consistent data over the
whole "triplet" (fresh, frozen, and canned) for a spread of products [11];
we used it. The data were collected for a twelve month period for four
cities - Oakland, Milwaiikee, New Orleans, and Philadelphia. The base year
was 1959-60, a potential problem, since our l/O results are for I963, but
we used the prices without modification, as listed in Table 2.8.2.
Given the problems mentioned, we feel we can try only to answer this
question: if one buys only fresh, only frozen, or only canned fruits and
vegetables where there is a choice, which policy is least energy intensive.
Since we do not know what percentage of the average home refrigerator's
space is allocated to our selection of fruits and vegetables, we have plotted
DEL costs as a function of this fraction (a) in Figures 2.8.1, 2, 3.
From Table 2.8.2, we see that for the "average" purchase pattern for
fruits and vegetables, the cost of frozen foods is 83^ of that for equiva-
lent fresh produce. Canned foods cost 71% as much as the equivalent fresh.
Because of relatively rapid price changes we do not feel that the 19^3 re-
sults can be extended to 1971 with confidence.
About k'^% of the average family's food bill is spent for perishables other
than baked goods . In I963 this amounted to about $900/family ( Statistical
Abstract of the United States, 1971 . Tables 538, 5^2). The energy impact
is approximately $900 x 50,000 Btu/$ = U5 x 10° Btu. From Table 2.1.1, a
refrigerator had an energy impact of about 8 x 10° Btu/yr., or about one
fifth of that of the food stored within.
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(Note that these ratios don't apply to all fruits and vegetables, since several are
available in only one form, e.g., lettuce.) While the choice of a depends
on personal habit, ve feel that a <_ 0.1. (We are concerned here with only
$1.93 fresh-equivalent of food per v/eek, in I96O prices.)
Conclusions:
If we assume a = 0.1, and note that costs that differences of less than
10^ are not statistically significant, we find in increasing order of cost:
Dollars: Canned and frozen (equal), fresh.
Energy: Canned, frozen and fresh (equal)
Labor: Canned and frozen (equal), fresh.
2.9 DEL cost of wood and metal household furniture
These two categories are sectors in the I/O table (22.01 and 22.03);
in theory comparison should be easy. However, obtaining representative fur-
niture prices is a bit difficult, since some furniture is a low volume, high
profit product [12]. We again used the Sears Roebuck and Company catalog.
We made our own, hopefully reasonable, decisions on choice of products, and
made no attempt to evaluate relative durability (see Table 2.9.1). Hence
our results will yield only the energy and labor impact of the purchase,
and will not be normalized per year of service. (in most of the other pro-
duct groups we have included lifetimes.) Our results are for 1963. We
found little wood furniture available for 1971. In that time period the
economy has been evolving toward metal furniture. As we found, this was the
more energy-intensive option.
For 1963, the energy intensity per dollar of metal furniture is 1.97
times that of wood furniture, in producer's prices [1]; when converted to
purchaser's prices the fraction is reduced to 1.59 {66 yhOO Btu/$ to Ul,800
Btu/$), still a significant difference. The higher energy intensity for
metal furniture is based in large part on the energy intensity of metals pro-
duction [lU]. Table 2.9.2 gives the final energy and labor costs. (Details
are in Appendix S.)
Conclusions:
From Table 2.9.1 » we see that for the selection of furniture we chose,
metal is never more expensive, and is usually less so than wood furniture.
However, because of metal furniture's relatively high energy intensity
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per dollar, for all furniture selected the metal option has a higher energy-
cost than the wood.
Metal furniture is less labor intensive than vood.
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APPENDIX V. THE EFFECT OF INTEREST RATES ON DOLLAR COST
In the draft report we did not use an interest rate in computing dollar costs.
We adhere to that inclination because of the difficulty of determining l)
how, or if, the purchase is financed; 2) the maintenance payment schedule.
In this appendix we compute examples of cost increases if we were to include
an interest rate.
The question we ask is this: What annual payment (assumed equal for
each year) must we make to be sure all payments (initial cost, maintenance,
operation) will be covered as they become due? The assumption is that if
we have "overpaid," we will receive an Interest rate r on our money; if we
have "underpaid" we will pay an interest rate r on the negative balance.
Let:
C(n) = payments due in year n
p = annualized yearly payment we must make
N = lifetime of device.
At the beginning of year n, we have a principal = P(n-l). At the end
of year end, we have left
P(n) = P(n-l)(l+r) + p - C(n)
We assume zero principal for n=l; i.e., at the beginning, and we assume
that the principal is again zero for year N. Thus
P(N) = =
[(p - C(l))(l + r) + p - C(2)] (1 + r) + p - C(3) (l + r) + p - CN)] ...
+ p - C(N)
= p[(l + r)^-^ + (1 + r)^"^ + .... 1] - [C(l)(l + r)^-^ + C(2)(l + r)^"^]
+
. . . c(n)
/, ^ ^N-l N ,, ,
= P ( '^"^' )
-„5, C{n)(l . r)«-l
P = ^ ^L, C(n) (1 + r)^-^ (3)
(1 + r)^ - 1 ""-^
If r = 0,
Pq = Nn^l^(-) (^)
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We need eg. (h) to compute dollar cost. Let us compare p_ and p for
different values of r and different payment schedules.
Case 1 [ _ C
t
Ccrv) Dovn payment of value C and unity yearly
costs
n.
In this case eq. (3) can be written
(l+r)"-!
while
Po = ^ ^ i
C Nr(l+r)
Thus p = 1 + e -, where 3 = —
^
N-1
(1+r) -1
We compute values of 3 for case 1.
r = .06 .18
N = 5 1.12 1.35
10 1.28 1.89
15 l.li6 2.U9
We see that the effect of the interest rate is to as much as double the
effective dollar cost contribution from the original purchase. — is large
(it might be of order one for a refrigerator), the ratio v/Vn. could be around
1.5 I.e. a 50^ error.
6% is the best bank interest rate; l8^ is a typical credit card rate. Of
course, we have simplified reality by assuming the same rate applies to
borrowing or lending.
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Case 2
f
.- C
Down payment of value C,
r- ^/t
two maintenance payments
^ 1 ^ ^ N 2Nor 7- C at n = — , —, and
yearly costs of unity.
«^
For this case we expect the effect of the interest rate to be less
pronounced.
Pq = 1 + II . If ve vnrite p = 1 + 6 ||, we find, for N = 15,
6 = 1.29 for r = 0.06
1.93 for r = 0.18
The effect is indeed less, but still of order two, leading to errors
of order 50^ in dollar cost.
These errors are thus implicit in all dollar results in this report,
if one believes that the interest rate should be included.
Note that if we include interest effects in dollar cost, there is then
the question of energy cost of banking, etc., which we have also ignored.
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APPENDIX W. ENERGY INTENSITIES OF PERSONAL CONSUMPTION ACTIVITIES
The U. S. Department of Commerce has published a detailed study of per-
sonal consumption [1]. 83 "activities" (e.g., purchased meals and beverages)
are broken down into their component expenditures by input-output sector.
In this form they are easily converted to energy. Table W-1 lists the re-
sults, which have been scaled from I963 to 1971 using published deflators [2]
The dollar breakdown is a national average, and undoubtedly incorporates
many arbitrary assumptions. If you never buy hot dogs when you go to a ball
game, your energy intensity for activity 71 j "spectator sports," is probably
not average. Nonetheless, Table W-1 offers some guidance on how to direct
your spending if you desire decreased energy impact.
Note that the average of all personal consumption expenditures in 1971
was 70,000 Btu/$. Only I6 of the 83 activities were more energy intensive.
I
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Table 1.1 Product groups
1. Kitchen appJiances
2. Mechanical vs. outdoor drying
3. Hone laundry vs. laundromat
k. Paper and cloth towels
5. Disposable vs. cloth diapers
6. Disposable paper dishes vs. earthenvare
7. Mechanical vs. hand dishvrashing
8. Fresh, frozen, and canned fruits
9. V/ood vs. metal household furniture
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ition
Table 2.2.1
DEL cost or drying clothes mechanically
(one 39 ninute cycle)
Dryer type Cost
(Cents/cycle)
Primary cnerf^y
(Btii/cycle)
(b)
Labo r
(Man. yr. /cycle)
ifacture and Gas U.88
Le of dryer electric i+.13
atenance {-as 2M
electric 2.07
3090
26lh
682
511
U.50 X 10
3.81 X 10
-6
-6
2.60 X 10~^
2.20 X 10"
ration
stal
electric
Cas
electrii
1.59
7.12
8.91
13.32
15^03 (a)
(11092 direct) ^^
(121 iiU direct)
1+2081
191T5
ii6l72
5.85 X lO'
3. Go X 10
-6
7.69 X 10 '^
9.09 X 10~°
itio (gas/electric) O.67 . U2 0.8:
co.'TDarison:
ioor drying 1.15 658 1.01 X 10
-6
Direct ener-y actually aipplied to unit.
Does not include homeowner's labor.
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.'able 2.2.2
DEL costs of clothesdryer
-vs. clothesline
Option Cost
(Cents)
(All qvantities per 39 minute cycle)
(Btu) (Man yr.)
Enercy Labor
Gas dryer,
electric pilot
Electric dryer
Outdoor dryin,";
8.91
(.669)
13.32
(1)
1.15
(.086)
19175
(.Ul5)
^^6172
(1)
658
(.oiM
7.69 X 10
i.8h6)
9.09 X 10
(1)
1.01 X 10
(.111)
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'
Table 2 .U.l
1 DEL costs of 1 cloth hand towel^
a)
^er heater V/asher rinse Dryer Cost Primary Energy Labor
1
(Cents) (Btu) (Man irr . )
"as cool no 1.27 1687 .6U3 X 10
gas cool Cas 1.53 230U .871
gas cool electric 1.68 32OU .917
gas warm no 1.3U 213U .685
s warm gas i.6o 2751 .903
gas warm electric 1.7^ 3651 .95i+
electric cool no 1.55 2866 .785
electric cool gas 1.81 3U63 1.01
electric cool electric 1.96 1+383 1.06
electric warm no 1.75 3875 .888
electric warm gas 2.01 I4U92 1.11
electric var.n electric 2.15 5292 1.16
-6
For comparison:
One roll paper tovel?
(including disposal)
(3)
Energy content of paper towels
Total
39 27000
10100
37100
2.6 X 10~^
( a)
"^15" X 27", approximate weight, ^oz.
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Table 2.7-1
DEL costs of a dishwasher load
Function Cost Primary Energy Labor
(Cents/load) (Btu/load) (Man yr/load)
lital Cost 3.13 19^3 2.8J4 X 10"^
jntenance
1
1.57 ii38 1.67 X 10"
[ration
i+.68 X 10"Tl) Water (lU gal) 0.9^ 772
^x
,, , , ,
""gas water heater
2) VJater heat -
-, ,
.
, , ,
i^
electric water heater
1.83
8.71
1877 1+
U2308
1.39 X 10"^
5.18 X 10"?
1.56 X 10"^
7.09 X 10"'
3) Soap 1.9^^ 1781
k) Electricity 1.61+ 9919
Total Sas
heater
electric heater
11.9
YJ.h
33627
57161
8.62 X 10"*5
11.00 X 10"
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Table 2.8.3
DEL costs of fresh, frozen, and canned food
Rormalized cost
(a)
Normalized energy intensity
Normalized labor intensity
Fresh (l/O 2.oU, 2.05) Frozen (1^.13) Canned (lU.09)
1 0-83 0.77
1 1.25 1.17
1 0.85 0.86
Normalized energy impact
Normalized labor impact
1
1
l.OU
0.71
0.90
560.6
Normalized energy impact with
savings respent
Normalized labor impact with
savings respent
1.32
0.83
1.27
0.83
(b)
From Table 2.8.1; these figures are modified for commercial refrigeration.
No refrigeration correction was made for labor.
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Figure 2.7.
1
Dollar cost of hand vs mechanical dishwashing
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Notes: 1 load = 10 place settings - 1 clays dishes
1 sink full = 5.4 gallons
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Figure 2.7.2
Energy cost of hand vs mechanical dishwashing
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Figure 2.7.3
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Labor cost of hand vs mechanical dishwashing
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Figure 2.8.1
Dollar cost of fresh, frozen, and canned fruits
and vegetables
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Figure 2.8.3
Labor cost of fresh, frozen, and canned fruits
and vegetables
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